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Abstract: In recent decades, online platforms that use Web 3.0 have tremendously expanded their
goods, services, and values to numerous applications thanks to its inherent advantages of convenience,
service speed, connectivity, etc. Although online commerce and other relevant platforms have clear
merits, offline-based commerce and payments are indispensable and should be activated continuously,
because offline systems have intrinsic value for people. With the theme of benefiting all humankind,
we propose a new adaptive benefit platform, called BeneWinD, which is endowed with strengths of
online and offline platforms. Furthermore, a new currency for integrated benefits, the win–win digital
currency, is used in the proposed platform. Essentially, the proposed platform with a distributed
virtual emotion foundation aims to provide a wide scope of benefits to both parties, the seller and
consumer, in online and offline settings. We primarily introduce features, applicable scenarios, and
services of the proposed platform. Different from previous systems and perspectives, BeneWinD can
be combined with Web 3.0 because it deliberates based on the decentralized or distributed virtual
emotion foundation, and the virtual emotion feature and the detected virtual emotion information
with anonymity are open to everyone who wants to participate in the platform. It follows that the
BeneWinD platform can be connected to the linked virtual emotion data block or win–win digital
currency. Furthermore, crucial research challenges and issues are addressed in order to make great
contributions to improve the development of the platform.

Keywords: benefit; adaptive; distributed; platform; virtual emotion

1. Introduction

Recently, the valuable concepts of consensus schemes, incentive mechanisms, and
reputation processes have been studied by many researchers because these schemes can be
applied to numerous applications, including blockchain-assisted systems, mobile crowd
sensing, authentication services, industrial Internet of things (IIoT) systems, 6G commu-
nication systems, and so on [1–18]. Furthermore, their applicability has expanded due
to being fused with the research into vehicular networks and unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs) to accomplish the specific missions and requested tasks from users to fit in with
the considered systems and platforms [19–27]. In particular, blockchain was introduced as
a potential way to use cryptocurrency, which utilizes a digital distributed ledger to store
transactions and legitimate information from every system component in a decentralized
manner [28–30]. Then, numerous transactions are transformed into blocks and linked by
applying hash functions, so that those multiple blocks create a chain that takes the role
of a replica for each system component. Furthermore, several key enabling technologies,
including smart contracts and decentralized concepts utilized through blockchain, can
contribute to expanding an online financial and digital system continuously, as well as to
establishing decentralized data storage management.
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Furthermore, mobile crowd sensing (MCS) was used to achieve a data collection
and processing platform in a dynamic environment where a billion IoT devices, service
requesters, and social participants are utilized for sensing tasks, platform budgeting, bids,
recruitment, and large-scale data processing [31,32]. The challenges and requirements of
MCS should be addressed timely, and sufficient data supported by active participants are
needed to ensure the quality of services. Understanding how to overcome critical situations
and environments, such as insufficient participation to accomplish the requested tasks
and time-sensitive features, is significantly important. Furthermore, Web 3.0 technology
allows applicable systems to be decentralized and open to everyone with a bottom-up
flow due to blockchain technologies, so that the web sensing information is formed as a
network of meaningfully linked data from a large amount of data. It is envisioned that
Web 3.0 will be expanded and lead to a world without centralized companies, where
people are able to manipulate their own data and transactions are transparently achieved
through blockchains, blocked information, or databases which are searchable by anyone in
the world.

On the other hand, emotion recognition in affective computing has attracted a lot of
interest from researchers; the derived emotion information is highly accurate due to being
obtained through facial, motion, and wireless signals, and thus this can be the key driving
technology in a variety of applications, including social platforms, education, criminal pre-
vention, and surveillance [33–38]. Notably, the term virtual emotion was introduced by [39],
and was expanded to apply to advanced smart cities with artificial intelligence (AI) through
a virtual emotion barrier, virtual emotion flow, and virtual emotion map [40]. Moreover,
they designed a virtual emotion-assisted blockchain according to the viewpoint that the
detected or collected virtual emotion information is a property of system participants. It is
highly expected that the virtual emotion information and collected data can support an
online store and virtual world, including immersive or vivid metaverse systems supported
by augmented and interoperable properties [41].

However, because the management of offline stores still has clear advantages and
intrinsic features, we should envision its balanced activation and management for both of-
fline marketplaces (or physical spaces) and online spaces (or virtual worlds). Furthermore,
previous incentive mechanisms and digital assets were not designed mainly for symbiosis
or mutualism, and are not discussed with regard to an offline, online, profit, non-profit, or
distributed virtual emotion foundation. Hence, it is highly necessary to initialize and expe-
dite these burgeoning research branches, including e-commerce, education, entertainment,
smart virtual services, mobile crowd sensing, and so on.

Based on the above observations regarding new frontiers in adaptive benefit platforms
with a distributed virtual emotion perspective, the main contributions and potential impacts
of this paper are summarized as follows:

• First, we introduce an adaptive benefit win–win digital currency, called win–win
digital currency or WWD. Furthermore, we consider the research question of how to
construct an adaptive benefit platform and manage the adaptive benefit system with a
distributed virtual emotion foundation.

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first design and blueprint for an adaptive
benefit win–win platform, referred to as BeneWinD, created according to mutualist
philosophy and a distributed virtual emotion foundation, to be conducted with win–
win digital currency or win–win cash.

• For the successful realization of BeneWinD, we explore the whole platform and give
an overview that includes design rationales, assumptions, key definitions, intrinsic
features, and basic task flows, as well as show critical cases which cover specific goals,
scenarios, and operations categorized by online stores and offline marketplaces from
profit and non-profit perspectives.

• Finally, open research challenges and critical issues related to integrated platforms
with technical and social viewpoints are discussed.
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Figure 1 presents a visual and brief summary of the proposed platform, covering
its essential terms, executable cases and their objectives, and open research issues to be
resolved. For the proposed BeneWinD, we present keepers, contributors, super influencers,
WWD, distributed virtual emotion, and distributed virtual emotion informatics as key terms
and definitions. Then, three different executable cases are explored with the consideration
of offline profit stores, online profit connections, and profit and non-profit organizations.
Their task objectives include activating all kinds of offline stores, expediting all activities of
online transactions such as orders from sellers and customers, and expanding benefits to
institutions and organizations.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a whole system
overview of design rationales, assumptions, key definitions, and factors. Section 3 demon-
strates an applicable case of an offline profit store with a certain objective, scenarios, and
operations. Section 4 deals with a critical case of online profit connections. Then, Section 5
describes a suitable case of profit and non-profit organization by considering the goal and
possible scenarios. Moreover, open research challenges and important issues in regard
to the proposed platform are discussed deeply in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes
the paper.

Figure 1. A brief summary of the proposed platform covering key terms, operable cases and their
objectives, and critical open issues.

2. An Adaptive Benefit Platform with Win–Win Digital Currency and a Distributed
Virtual Emotion Foundation

In this section, we envision the design rationales, assumptions, key definitions, and
features through a brief overview of the proposed adaptive benefit platform with win–win
digital assets and distributed virtual emotion applicability.

2.1. Design Rationales and Assumptions

The design rationales and assumptions are described to satisfy the objectives, tasks,
and requirements of the proposed system.
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• The virtual emotion information is detected via numerous components including
smart phones, cameras, tablets, mobile robots, unmanned aerial vehicles, autonomous
vehicles, and wearable devices through facial recognition, motion capture, gesture
evaluation, heartbeat segmentation, respiration estimation, wireless transmission, and
reflection [33,39].

• A large amount of virtual emotion information is transmitted to other entities in
participating applications. Furthermore, the set or flow of virtual emotion information
is utilized in both the online platform or virtual world and in the offline area or
physical space [40].

• It is mandatory that the platform must gain permissions or agreements from system
users or participants to use their privacy-enabled adequate information, such as
location information, virtual emotion data, requested service verification, participant
recruits, or bids status, while the adaptive benefit platform is operated appropriately.

• The proposed platform provides benefits to the participants, including keepers, con-
tributors, and super influencers, after the requested transactions by collecting the
required amount of virtual emotion information.

• The estimation or calculation of benefit for each participant is achieved according to
the system circumstances and the selected incentive mechanism and winner selection
process [31].

2.2. Key Definitions and Features

Now, we define the essential terms and problems that are utilized in the proposed
adaptive benefit platform of mutualism and a distributed virtual emotion foundation.

Definition 1 (distributed virtual emotion). Distributed virtual emotion is created by a sensed
event or the collection of reported data from participants who gave their permission, which occurs
through millions of smart devices worldwide, such as dynamic IoT devices, mobile robots, smart
phones, smart watches, smart drones, and public devices which are equipped with GPS, microphones,
cameras, wireless transmitters, reflectors, and so on.

Definition 2 (distributed virtual emotion informatics (DiVemoTics)). Distributed virtual
emotion informatics, called DiVemoTics, is the study of sensing tasks, the collection of data,
communication, the decision process, participant management, interoperability, authentication,
privacy, and access control for obtaining distributed virtual emotion information through distributed
system components or decentralized participants. Distributed virtual emotion informatics are a key
driving force in a wide range of academic disciplines and industrial fields including computer science,
networking, cognitive science, psychology, economics, healthcare, e-commerce, entertainment, digital
twins, the metaverse, and so on.

Definition 3 (adaptive benefit win–win digital currency). The adaptive benefit win–win digital
currency, called WWD, is a mutualist digital currency or asset which pursues providing the possible
maximum benefit or incentive to both trader groups when the proper transactions are executed
between a group of participants within both an online store and offline marketplace.

Figure 2 shows a description of distributed virtual emotion informatics, presenting
its definition, primary components, adaptive benefit platform and relevant applications,
operable areas, and applicable technologies based on virtual emotion information.
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Figure 2. A description of distributed virtual emotion informatics including system components,
promising applications, applicable areas, and technologies.

2.3. System Overview and Essential Task Flows

Note that the adaptive benefit win–win platform fundamentally aims to provide the
possible maximum benefits or gains to various groups consisting of participants wherever
they access it, whether through online markets or offline spaces.

The essential execution steps and task or work flows are described as follows:

• Task flow 0: Through virtual emotion-enabled applications and systems in advanced
smart cities with 6G-assisted communication and digital space management, a system
user opens their own account to carry out a deposit or a withdrawal of a benefit or
digital asset so that the opened account is connected to the virtual emotion foundation.

• Task flow 1: Multiple adaptive benefit communities (or groups) are generated by par-
ticipants in online stores and offline physical spaces, where each benefit community
has original specifications including objective description, instant community identifi-
cation and benefit community account information, the number of possible minimum
target benefits, a community participation completion ratio, an offer deadline, and so
on. If there are no predefined, restricted circumstances, the first participant becomes
the main contributor to the new adaptive benefit community.

• Task flow 2: The newly created groups and their specifications are registered to the
integrated adaptive benefit platform. Then, they are advertised or disseminated to the
local virtual emotion foundations, applications, and services in regard to both online
stores and offline markets.

• Task flow 3: When a new member joins the adaptive benefit community as a keeper,
contributor, or super influencer, it is requested that the new member agrees to share
anonymous virtual emotion information that can be used for data processing on the
adaptive benefit platform while their anonymity is maintained.

• Task flow 4: Because more member enrollments into the current benefit community
produce more benefits or profits for community members, it is expected that the
recruitment of participants to one’s own benefit community might be advertised
continuously until the community participation completion ratio is satisfied. The main
contributor to when the new adaptive benefit community starts to survey votes is
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whether the benefit community members agree with the combined transactions and
whether the current completion ratio should be submitted or not. If a matter of
the transaction submission is approved due to agreement through legitimate votes
from benefit members, the transaction request of the specific benefit community is
submitted to online stores, offline marketplaces, or sellers.

• Task flow 5: If the transaction request is completed with agreement between benefit
community members and sellers, the adaptive benefit platform presents the maximum
benefits to both parties according to the estimated virtual emotion information by
using the distributed virtual emotion foundation, which is closely connected with
the platform. After such a transaction is reported to both parties, the transaction is
saved and is linked by blockchain technology in a distributed manner for reliability
and trustworthiness.

Figure 3 depicts basic task flows with necessary specifications so as to operate the
adaptive benefit platform, which starts from task flow 0 to task flow 5 with interoperability.

Figure 3. A representation of task flows with descriptions as used in the adaptive benefit platform
with distributed virtual emotion foundation.

3. Case 1: Adaptive Benefit with Win–Win Digital Cash in Offline Profit Stores
3.1. Goal and Objective

The ultimate goal of this first case is to activate all kinds of offline stores in smart cities,
big cities, small towns, local areas, etc. These regions can also include a wide range of stores
such as restaurants, shopping malls, groceries, medical items, quarantine items, and other
various goods.

3.2. Scenarios and Operations

As the first scenario in offline stores for profit, let us consider two types of restaurants
as sellers in smart cities. The first type accepts only country-issued legal currency (i.e., USD,
JPY, CNY, EUR, GBP, CHF, KRW, CAD, NZD, HKD, BRL, MXN, AED, KWD, BHD, INR,
SAR, NOK, DKK, etc.) and the second type accepts both country-issued legal currency
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and win–win digital currency or win–win digital cash, referred to as WWD throughout the
BeneWinD platform. When customers place orders for their foods and drinks and pay for
the order using country-issued legal currency at the first type of restaurant, this is a general
transaction and there is no specific benefit or advantage to the restaurants and customers.

On the other hand, the BeneWinD platform allows system members to have limitless
benefits (i.e., better member levels or more discounts) whenever they use the WWD through
BeneWinD. Due to the mutualism of BeneWinD, collaborating on orders and combining
the transactions of more customers enables members to gain more benefits. In particular,
the benefits affect both parties: customers and sellers. So, if there are more combined
transactions, this will lead to more benefits for customers directly. Simultaneously, be-
cause customers tend to combine their orders of a greater amount possibly in order to gain
better benefits, this situation will lead to a greater total amount of transactions that will
surely produce a considerable increase in sales for sellers.

In another scenario in offline shops, in order to facilitate BeneWinD, assume that there
are two levels of shops with different sales rates or business performances, and all shops
are supported by BeneWinD. For instance, one big shop in a metropolitan city has a very
high sales rate and a great number of sales because a crowd of people visit those shops
and buy many items daily. Meanwhile, a local store located in small town has a very low
number of sales and customers scarcely ever visit the store. In the case of the big shop,
it can still provide benefits for customers and sellers. It follows that the more combined
transactions, including group buying, through BeneWinD will have a more positive effect
on customers, providing considerable benefits (i.e., an increased rate of cashback), as well
as on sellers due to a greater number of sales. Moreover, in the case of the small store with
a low sales volume, BeneWinD can give better benefits to customers whenever they visit
a small store with a worse sales volume. That is, if customers visit shops with a smaller
number of business sales and where fewer items are bought, the property of symbiosis by
BeneWinD will promote more increased benefits to customers and sellers, and stores also
will see improved sales volumes. It follows that the proposed BeneWinD delivers adaptive
benefits to both sellers and consumers.

4. Case 2: Adaptive Benefit with Win–Win Digital Cash through Online
Profit Connections
4.1. Goal and Objective

The essential goal of this second application is to expedite all activities of online
transactions, including orders by sellers, online customers, and shoppers. Different from
offline stores, this case focuses on how to activate the proposed BeneWinD in online markets
consisting of online profit establishments via various scenarios and executable operations.

4.2. Scenarios and Operations

For online profit connections and online markets, we accelerate the services and use of
currency through various ways so that there is a favorable level depending on the positive
effects on other system components and entities due to the circulation of currency and
benefits. Let us consider that there are several levels of entities such as super influencer,
contributor, and keeper for each economy category or item. It follows that according to
each category, one person may have multiple roles. For example, one person can be a
keeper in the category of vehicle as well as being a contributor in the economy section of
food. Then, it can be defined that the contributor supports the WWD for other entities (i.e.,
the keeper or contributor). Furthermore, the super influencer donates their WWD to a keeper,
contributor, or super influencer. As an essential and normal member of the economy category,
the keeper can receive or provide WWD to a keeper. If the keeper reaches a specific level of
their contributions to the system components, they are promoted to contributor. Similarly,
when a contributor reaches the given positive power of influence on other entities, it moves
up to be a super influencer. These roles and badges can be temporal and can be changed
depending on the contributions to the system components of BeneWinD.
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Moreover, in the similar case of offline profit stores, a transaction with a greater number
of payments made through BeneWinD in a specific online market will provide more benefits
to online customers or shoppers. For instance, when customers try to order daily foods with
a delivery request in online grocery markets, they can gain more benefits (i.e., better offers,
instant discounts, or claim a discount with WWD) if a large number of orders are processed
through BeneWinD by many customers in the same neighbor complex, community, or
apartment with the same delivery mailing address. Conversely, from the side of sellers
or online sales departments, a greater number of transactions from a group of orderers
with close delivery locations will be better thanks to the increased total sales and reduced
delivery costs, which is caused by a decrease in delivery distance and time. Furthermore,
the contribution of the seller to the system can be estimated by review scores from online
customers. So, if the seller obtains good reviews from their online customers, their level
can be upgraded from keeper to super influencer. Note that the level is not permanent and
changes periodically. In addition, if a seller earns the position of super influencer, they may
gain further benefits (i.e., the benefit of online advertisement).

5. Case 3: Adaptive Benefits of Win–Win Digital Cash for Profit and
Non-Profit Organizations
5.1. Goal and Objective

The basic goal of the third case is to expand benefits to organizations and institutions.
Different from the previous cases, this case deals with how to support profit and non-profit
organizations with different perspectives and environments.

5.2. Scenarios and Operations

BeneWinD supports transactions and orders from non-profit or public organizations.
Furthermore, combined transactions due to the cooperation among multiple public insti-
tutions will allow the institutions to gain more benefits. In particular, it is highly possible
that BeneWinD determines several advantages (i.e., more interest in WWD, or prioritized
deliveries) for transactions under the top priority categories to deal with emerging or
indispensable events. In this way, these top priority categories can cover medical services,
rescue operations, epidemic prevention, security improvements, public construction, etc.
Furthermore, transactions from public institutions to support minorities, including patients,
disabled people, and children, will have significantly better benefits in BeneWinD when
compared with other types of transactions and payments.

Furthermore, for profit organizations, BeneWinD makes an offer if they purchase their
own business-purpose items through the BeneWinD platform. Similar to other transaction
types, the larger number of transactions will return more benefits to the profit organization.
Furthermore, if the organization purchases items for public services, it may gain additional
benefits. Depending on the performance in BeneWinD, there are several levels of organi-
zations such as super healthy organizations, healthy organizations, and potential organizations.
A potential organization is promoted to a healthy organization and can then move up to be a
super healthy organization. Each level gives specific advantages through BeneWinD.

6. Research Challenges and Open Issues

In this section, we discuss the considerable research challenges and critical open issues in
regard to the adaptive benefit platform based on the distributed virtual emotion foundation.

6.1. Issue 1: Expansion of Profitable Scope and Integrated Management

As an initial stage, this paper introduced an adaptive benefit win–win paradigm
based on a distributed virtual emotion foundation in order to allow for the maximization
of benefits with the promise of mutualism and fairness to those who participate in the
platform. Firstly, we aimed to expand the profitable scope to prominent applications,
covering the metaverse, entertainment, mobile healthcare, social activities, social media
services, financial systems, mobile crowd sourcing, edge computing, all possible online
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stores, participating offline marketplaces, 6G-assisted virtual emotion-based services in
autonomous vehicles, intelligent digital twins with synchronized properties, credit-unions,
banking services, and so on. Because the key breakthrough of the proposed platform is
its kindhearted mutualism for as many people as possible, it is highly anticipated that the
applicable fields and expanded areas will not be limited to only a few. Furthermore, once
all of the required system requirements are satisfied in numerous applications, the flow
of maximum benefits to individual persons or a group of participants can be started,
and then the win–win benefit flow may affect other industrial fields as well as ideally
generate a virtuous circle. Therefore, the issue of how to boost sustainable connectivity
and operable services for a wide range of applications should be addressed. It follows
that the proposed platform will play a critical role in several industrial fields and public
services. Furthermore, it is envisioned that an integrated benefit win–win framework
will be designed in combination with a distributed manner and centralized approach
so that the maximum profitable assets can be obtained for full participants or selected
participants who are supported by the benefit win–win paradigm. On the other hand, it is
important to consider designing a balanced benefit win–win platform rather than focusing
on the construction of only a decentralized system and its implementation. That is, we
may consider a centralized-enabled system for specific situations or cases. For instance,
a combined, integrated platform with oversight of the main decentralized problem from a
centralized-assisted perspective may return more rapid results and benefits than a pure
decentralized platform in many cases in both online and offline environments.

6.2. Issue 2: Reliable Service and Security Threats

It is necessary to provide reliable services through the adaptive benefit win–win
platform continuously. Furthermore, it is anticipated that the most likely obstacle is how to
guarantee the complete privacy of the virtual emotion information that is collected by the
proposed benefit platform. We must ensure the sustainable development and widespread
adoption of the platform on a global scale. Then, we should consider that potential security
threats may exist for the adaptive benefit win–win platform when the possible trades are
accomplished in a distributed manner. Firstly, when virtual emotion information is gained
from heterogeneous system components such as IoT devices and wearable devices, access
control from unauthorized devices may be a vulnerability. It is necessary that the benefit
win–win platform must protect the data from Sybil attacks. For example, the Sybil system
uses components with numerous fake identities to disrupt the decision process as well as
to diminish the execution accuracy of the benefit platform. Secondly, when the proposed
platform is activated in a distributed manner, malware attacks can be tried by attackers
to inject malicious third-party programs into the devices of participants. Furthermore,
the collected data from corresponding components may be at risk of being tampered with
when wrong information is provided to the platform. If the collected data include sensitive
data, this could threaten the privacy of participants seriously. Similarly, it is possible
that malicious attackers or dishonest participants can transmit false information to the
platform through poisoning attacks. Thirdly, if attackers obtain access permissions to a
large number of system components, there is a threat of a distributed denial of services
(DDoS) attack that can ruin the benefit win–win platform via its distributed execution
architecture. In addition, there may be attack threats to the communication network and
routing stage. It is crucial to protect the proposed benefit platform against fraud, hacks,
and unauthorized transactions when the digital currency is being used. Therefore, it is
necessary to decide the proper roles of system participants, including super influencer,
contributor, or keeper, in the proposed benefit system. For instance, system intrusions
such as eavesdropping, man-in-the-middle attacks, collusion, routing loops, malware and
phishing scams, hijacking, stealing virtual emotion information, or system requests can be
caused during system activation and management.
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6.3. Issue 3: Valuation of Benefit Win–Win Digital Currency

It should be noted that the ultimate aim of the proposed adaptive benefit win–win dig-
ital currency is to make an offer of an appropriate benefit to system participants. To achieve
such a well-intended goal, it is important to valuate the benefit win–win digital currency
or digital cash so that the legitimately validated asset can be used among the millions
of services and applications for trading and transactions positively based on the virtual
emotion information and foundation. For valuating, pricing, and recording the benefit
win–win digital asset-enabled activities, it is required to determine how to apply blockchain
or another feasible paradigm, such as a smart contract or incentive mechanism, as well as
how to utilize novel strategies to manage the benefit win–win digital assets of participants
properly in the distributed platform. Similarly, because various online and offline cases that
include profit and non-profit organizations basically create benefits for both entities (i.e.,
participating online customers and offline stores), we should deliberate on novel strategies
to determine how to generate those benefits or assets appropriately and successively in
the platform. On the other hand, the strength of the benefit win–win platform is its ability
to obtain more benefits when more participants or system components have completed
transactions regionally. In this circumstance, the issue of how to handle social connec-
tions and concerns may have a significant and critical potential effect. In particular, it is
necessary to expand the applicable areas for verified transactions with legal benefits to
cover not only national regions, but also international places. Moreover, strict regulations
with interoperability across international regions should be established clearly so that the
integrated adaptive benefit win–win digital currency is circulated appropriately across
national regions. Furthermore, there may be ethical issues and potential risks when the
proposed platform is associated with a distributed virtual emotion foundation unless the
virtual emotion information is manipulated to be anonymous and meet privacy-preserving
requirements. Furthermore, the intrinsic feature of the win–win aspect in addition to mutu-
alism among system participants may cause unexpected market behaviors, unpredictable
results, or potential problems such as system degradation due to excessive frequent benefit
requests and too many benefit generations to all system parties. Similar to economic panic
in the physical world, such an excessive or indiscreet benefit creation may cause the dis-
ruption of the proposed benefit system itself. Hence, it is necessary to determine standard
rules and strict policies in order to avoid unpredictable market behaviors and economic
panic in the virtual world.

7. Concluding Remarks

In this article, we designed an adaptive benefit win–win platform with a distributed
virtual emotion foundation and management system, as well as introduced the win–win
digital currency or digital cash to be used on the proposed platform. Then, several enabling
cases and functions including goals, scenarios, and appropriate operations were explored
for an online store and for offline marketplaces with profit and non-profit environments.
Furthermore, open research challenges and future issues were discussed with regard to the
new frontiers of the integrated benefit-empowered win–win platforms and their promising
corporation with Web 3.0 and the metaverse. Furthermore, as a promising future research
topic, we plan to develop an integrated platform with the win–win digital currency and
a distributed virtual emotion foundation to execute the integrated platform according to
applicable scenarios and research issues.
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